We present, Window-Shaping, a tangible mixed-reality (MR) interaction metaphor for design ideation that allows for the direct creation of 3D shapes on and around physical objects. Using the sketch-and-inflate scheme, our metaphor enables quick design of dimensionally consistent and visually coherent 3D models by borrowing visual and dimensional attributes from existing physical objects without the need for 3D reconstruction or fiducial markers. Through a preliminary evaluation of our prototype application we demonstrate the expressiveness provided by our design workflow, the effectiveness of our interaction scheme, and the potential of our metaphor.
INTRODUCTION
The physical environment often serves as a means for inspiring, contextualizing, and guiding the designer's thought process for expressing creative ideas. In early design processes, physical objects are frequently used as references to explore the space of novel designs [31, 35, 10] . Recent works [30, 36, 40] have shown that through-the-screen Augmented Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality (MR) can play a vital role in bridging the gap between the physical and digital worlds for creative expression of ideas. However, most of these approaches use the physical environment mainly as a dormant container of digital artifacts rather than as a source of inspiration for facilitating quick digital prototyping for design ideation. The key potential value that AR/MR systems brings to design, is the integration * School of Electrical and Computer Engineering (by courtesy) Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Figure 1 . Users simply draw a curve on the screen (a), that is mapped to a 3D planar curve using the point cloud (b). The 3D curve is inflated into a 3D model (c). Users manipulate the shapes through a multi-touch interaction scheme (d). Window-Shaping enables quick creation of virtual artifacts for augmenting the physical environment by borrowing dimensional and textural attributes from objects (e).
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of reflection-in-action [31] (creating on the physical world), design inspiration [11] (borrowing from the physical world) and reflection-on action [12] (looking at the physical world).
In this paper, we explore this value through re-purposing the physical environment as a reference, context, and source of inspiration for quick idea generation in early design.
We present Window-Shaping, an approach that integrates sketch-and image-based [21, 24] 3D modeling approaches within a mixed-reality interface to develop a new design workflow ( Figure 1 ). Using the Google Tango device, WindowShaping leverages the RGB-XYZ (i.e. image and point-cloud) Tangible Applications TEI 2017, March 20-23, 2017, Yokohama, Japan representation of a scene allowing users to create planar curves on physical surfaces and inflate them into 3D shapes. Using
Window-Shaping we demonstrate design scenarios including the use of everyday objects and low-fidelity mock-ups as design references, and exploration of novel designs by combining physical references from multiple sources. Window-Shaping both complements and extends existing approaches [36, 18, 38] through presenting a new interaction metaphor wherein a new virtual 3D object is created as an extension of its physical context without the need for reconstructing the 3D model of the physical scene. We make two contributions:
Tangible In-Situ Design Workflow: We offer a novel combination of an existing modeling scheme with synchronized RGB-XYZ information to enable creative design exploration with the physical environment in context.
Dimensionally consistent and visually coherent design:
We offer the capability of creating and visualizing 3D shapes directly on the surface of any object with the desired dimensions and locations. Further, by mapping the background texture of the users' sketch inputs, we allow users to re-purpose existing textures in new creations.
RELATED WORKS
Our main focus in this work is on a novice-friendly interaction metaphor allowing design directly in 3D for early stage design ideation. We discuss the relevant works selectively.
Design in Context
Most of the existing approaches for digital design focus on modeling from scratch rather that on allowing novice users to draw inspiration from existing physical artifacts -a frequent activity in creative idea generation. Importantly, we use the physical environment as a dimensional and visual reference. Although many works infer the design context in various forms, such as static images [19, 39, 4] , registered bundle photographs [25] , and 3D models [33, 36, 5, 8] , they do not allow for modeling directly in 3D space. Window-Shaping focuses on creation of new geometry in an augmented 3D scene through a hand-held interface. Our approach uses RGB-XYZ representation of the physical environment.
Content Creation with AR
Virtual content creation using an AR-based system has also been explored. Previous works integrated instrumented tangible tools for operations such as modifying virtual models [1] . Nuernberger et al. [22] interpreted 2D drawing annotations using cues from 2D images and 3D geometry. SnapToReality [23] took a step further by extracting 3D edge and planar surface constraints from the environment and using them for precise alignment. Lau et al. [18] attached fiducial markers onto physical primitives and stamped the corresponding virtual shapes together to create shapes. Leveraging the merging mobile AR techniques, Xin et al. [38] presented Napkin Sketch as a system for creating 3D wire-sculptures on a napkin. Recently, MixFab [36] integrated scanned 3D model towards design using mid-air gestures in MR environments. While we draw inspirations from these approaches, our aim is to allow users to design directly on physical objects without being constrained by set-ups or being limited by the mobility.
Geometric Design with Hand-Held Devices
Previous explorations on 3D sketching using hand-held devices tended to separate the input devices from the display [28, 7] . Following a similar approach, Vinayak et al. [34] and Piya et al. [26] demonstrated systems that utilized smartphones as multi-touch controllers. Further, past works approached an immersive design environment by incorporating projectionbased [15] or see-through head mounted displays [29] . Other works such as (T)ether [17] leveraged both touch inputs and mid-air gestures for modeling using a tracking infrastructure in conjunction with instrumented wearables and a tablet. Paper3D drew inspiration from papercraft and used multi-touch gestures for casual 3D modeling. In these works, the 3D shapes were created in either an empty physical space or in a virtual environment thus neither the dimensionality nor the visual appearance might pertain to their designated environment. While Napkin Sketch and Second Surface [14] started to merge the mobile AR technique, the physical reference in their works was limited to smaller working volumes and their outcomes were 3D wire or drawings. We concentrate on enabling the creation and editing of 3D models on arbitrary physical surfaces using a simple multi-touch interaction scheme.
WINDOW-SHAPING
The Window-Shaping interface comprises a hand-held Google Tango device, that serves as a local interface between the physical environment and the user. The simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm available with the Tango API allows for the acquisition of a point-cloud of the scene with respect to the global coordinate system. The resulting RGB-XYZ data allows users to implicitly define planes on any physical surface by simply drawing on the physical scene. Any touch input on the device screen can be unprojected on the physical environment to obtain a 3D point along with its normal in the global (world) coordinate system ( Figure 1 ). This essentially helps users define a plane at any recognized point on a physical surface. Below, we describe the design goals, modeling metaphor, and user interactions.
Design Choices
We build towards the broad theme of "effortless integration of physical objects into the design process" [37] . The primary objective of our work is to support quick design ideation by allowing users to (a) quickly create 3D geometry in reference to physical artifacts, (b) borrow shape and appearance from physical artifacts to re-purpose them for design exploration, and (c) inspect the virtual artifacts in the physical context from different views in order to make design modifications. Our interface design choices are described below.
Appropriate Use of Interaction Modality:
The use of Google Tango tablet allows for both spatial (3D) and multi-touch (2D) interactions. While touch-based interactions allow for precise control and 2D sketching operations, spatial mobility allows for reflection-on-action by enabling users to inspect their creations from multiple views with respect to the physical environment. Thus, we use wellestablished multi-touch interactions for enabling content creation, editing, and rigid transformations. For inspection, we make use of the natural spatial movement. With the augmentation from the see-through video and captured RGB-XYZ information, the traditional 2D interactions go beyond planes, and are enhanced with a third dimension. Further, this three dimensional extension of touch interactions provides a tangible and immersive experience for the design ideation.
Consistent dimension and appearance:
The appearance of designers' creations is an important factor in reflecting their intent. Our metaphor enables users to both use physical objects as contextual references as well as re-purpose them at different physical locations. Further, our approach allows copying the texture of physical references for a consistent rendering of the newly created 3D shapes. Further, the editing operations are designed such that the changes maintain the consistency of visual appearance.
Geometric Modeling Scheme:
We aim for flexibility in terms of the expressive power of the modeling scheme while retaining the simple interactions for shape creation. Multi-touch inputs naturally allow for 2D curve input. Thus, we employ a sketch-and-inflate modeling scheme in Window-Shaping. First, a user sketches the silhouette (and holes) of the shape with which a closed mesh is generated. Then we inflate the mesh using a distance transform function [24] to obtain an inflated 3D shape. We provide users with four inflation functions (primitives) for expressive shape creation( Figure 2 ). The main advantages of this approach are that it: (a) has been demonstrated to be particularly simple for novice users [13] , (b) allows for creation of complex topological structures with a simple set of interactions, and (c) has a simple and natural 2D parametrization that allows for texture mapping.
User Interactions Shape Creation and Editing
Projective Sketching: Window-Shaping allows for direct one finger drawing on the tablet screen. Once finalized, the sketched curve is mapped on the physical scene and is converted and rendered in the scene as a 3D inflated mesh ( Figure  3 (a, b)). The first curve drawn by the user is by default the boundary curve. Multiple hole curves can then be drawn inside the boundary.
Placing Curve Templates: As an alternative to direct drawing, we also provide a set of curve templates (Figure 3(c,d) ). Users can simply place the selected curve on any surface of a physical or virtual object using a single-tap gesture. The curve is placed on a fitted 3D plane around the single-tapped location. The curve template feature allows for quick exploration of complex ideas with minimal interaction effort.
Capturing Outlines: Window-Shaping also allows users to extract the outline of the object from the scene in the image space. Figure 3 . The user sketches boundary and hole curves on a physical object, edits the sketched curves to add local details(b), and obtains an inflated circular shape (b). The user creates a tapered inflated shape with a template, inflates it, patterns it (c), explores complex features(d).
Users draw a region of interest (ROI) which is automatically converted into a contour using the GrabCut algorithm [27] . This enables users to directly employ the visual representation (outline shape and texture) of a physical object and re-purpose it in 3D form in their own designs.
Editing Curves: Using the over-sketching interaction technique [3] , we provide simple and quick curve editing ( Figure  3(a) ), which enables users to add details and improve the appearance. Moving the tablet closer to a desired region allows for precise virtual operations in screen-space. On the other hand, moving away from a physical surface allows for a better overview, which is valuable for coarse operations such as placing shapes and curve templates on desired locations.
Inflating and Deflating: We implement a three-finger gesture for inflating or deflating a 3D mesh. Here, pinching (bringing fingers closer) effects in pulling the shape out of the screen as well as spreading (moving fingers apart) result in pushing the shape into the screen.
Manipulating Shapes
Rotations & Scaling: Two-finger rotate and pinch/spread are used for rotating and scaling the shape respectively. These gestures can be applied either directly to the 3D shape or to the underlying curve of the shape. The two-finger interaction constrains all rigid transformation to the plane of the curve.
Translation: The in-plane translation is performed by dragging a shape using one finger. This allows for precise placement of the shape on the plane defined by its underlying curve. In order to provide consistent dimensional perception, we project the finger movement onto the underlying plane instead of using constant mapping between the pixel space and the physical space.
Placement: Shape placement allows users to directly transfer a selected 3D shape to any point in the scene by using a onefinger tap gesture. Here the 3D shape is both translated to the specified point and re-oriented along the normal at this point. Here users can place a new virtual object on the physical scene as well as on an existing virtual object. This maintains a perceptual depth consistency during interactions.
Auxiliary Operations: In addition to geometric operations, we provide operations such as copying/patterning and deleting a shape. Users can select and make a copy/pattern of the shape by using a single-tap gesture. During the over-sketching operation, we automatically update the texture image to maintain the visual consistency. We also provide the option to explicitly update the texture during rigid transformations. This is helpful to users when they are experimenting with different backgrounds for the same shape.
IMPLEMENTATION

Hardware & Software
Our hardware comprises a Google Tango 7 inch tablet with the NVIDIA Tegra K1 processor and 4GB RAM, running Android 4.4 KitKat OS. The tablet captures the RGB image (60Hz) and depth data (5Hz) from the built in 4MP color camera and depth sensor respectively. The Tango SDK [9] provides functionality for synchronizing these two cameras, allowing us to compute a point cloud (XYZ) of the scene such that each point is mapped to a unique pixel in the RGB image. We prototyped our metaphor using the Android SDK and the geometric modeling methods in C++ using the Android NDK (JNI) with OpenGL Shading Language for rendering.
2D Curve Processing
We require all curves to be closed, oriented, and preferably smooth while preserving the features. To meet these requirements, we first apply an exponential smoothing filter [32] to each point on the curve as the user is drawing them. We then check the curve for closure based on the distance between the end-points, discarding an open curve as an invalid input. For a closed curve, we perform an equidistant curve re-sampling [16] and orient the boundary curve counterclockwise (i.e. positive area) with the holes oriented clockwise (negative area).
3D Planar Curve Computation
Given the processed curve on the screen, we first query the 3D points corresponding to each curve-point. For each 3D point we compute its normal by fitting a plane using its neighborhood. Based on the standard deviation of the distances between adjacent points on the 3D curve, we categorize the curve as either continuous or discontinuous. For a continuous curve, we estimate its plane by averaging the position and normals of these points. This, however, results in unpredictable planes for discontinuous curves (Figure 4) . In this case, we first divide the curve into segments belonging to the same plane using euclidean distances and normal differences and then select the largest segment to identify the plane. 
Mesh Generation
Given the processed boundary and hole curves, the mesh generation is performed in three steps: (a) computing two symmetrically aligned open (half ) meshes bounded by curves (boundary and holes) through constrained delaunay triangulation (CDT), (b) topologically stitching these two open meshes to create a closed mesh, and (c) inflating the top half mesh using the distance transform function [24] . We implement CDT using the poly2tri library [6] . For the round, conical and tapered primitives, we sample the interior region of the curve with a uniform equilateral point configuration and add the sample as Steiner points to obtain a regularly sampled triangulation. Further, this modeling scheme has a simple and natural 2D parametrization which allows for texture mapping.
Texture Computation
We implement texture generation using openCV in four steps ( Figure 5 ). We first compute the bounding rectangle of the 3D planar curve and project the bounding box on the image space. Then, we apply a skew transformation on this image with the constraint that the projected bounding rectangle is axis-aligned with the image. We rotate the skewed image to correct the residual angle between the rectangle and the image. Finally, we crop the image using this projected bounding rectangle to obtain the texture image.
USE CASES
The design work flow and interactions in Window-Shaping, can potentially be adapted to different kinds of design contexts. Below, we identify four such design patterns. Designing on Physical Objects: The most important design capability offered by Window-Shaping is creating new geometric features on existing objects. These existing objects can be both physical and virtual objects. For instance, in an interior design scenario, a user could add complementary features to a piece of furniture ( Figure 1 , Figure 6 (a,b)) and also create virtual additions to the scene by adding new assemblies to the surrounding area ( Figure 6(g, h) ).
Re-purposing Physical Objects: By re-purposing, we mean the use of both the shape and the appearance of a physical object to create a new design feature. The aforementioned GrabCut algorithm allows users to capture outlines of existing objects from the scene for shape creation. The captured outline shape and texture serve as design inspiration for direct use in an existing mixed-reality scene( Figure 6(e, f) ).
Physical Objects as Spatial References:
In situations where users desire to fill in a blank space to augment a physical product, it can be helpful to use a physical object to define a reference plane (Figure 7 ). Using objects as references enables a tangible and spatially coherent way of designing in context.
Physical Objects as Visual References:
The appearance can serve both aesthetic and functional purposes (such as material specification). In Window-Shaping, users can experiment with the appearance of a 3D model. Such experiments can be performed either by transferring the virtual shape to a new location and re-texturing or by simply changing the background texture of a sketched curve (Figure 8 ).
USER TRIALS
We conducted a preliminary evaluation for eliciting user feedback regarding the utility, experience, potential, and limitations of our workflow in creative design activity.
Participants
We recruited 8 (2 female, 6 male) participants (26 − 30 years old) with 5 engineering students and 3 students from nonengineering fields (science, management, etc). Of these, 4 participants had no prior knowledge of AR or MR interfaces, 3 were familiar with the concept of AR/MR, and 1 had used AR interfaces for gaming. Three participants had no prior knowledge of computer-aided design (CAD) or 3D modeling.
Procedure
We conducted user trials (45 − 60 min. per trial) with the Window-Shaping prototype application. We first introduced participants to the broader idea behind Window-Shaping and demonstrated the user interactions in Window-Shaping through practical use-cases (10 min.). Following this, we invited the users to perform four design tasks. We gave the users the option to either use a capacitive stylus or direct finger touch for tablet interactions.
(T1) Designing with physical mock-ups where the participants were given a cubiodal box and were asked to create the face of a creature. (T2) Re-purposing objects through which we introduced the grab-cut feature to the participants and asked them to create a 3D new part using GrabCut and add it to the face. (T3) Using an object as a spatial reference the participants were asked to design the handle of a chair using a cubiodal for placing the handle on the sides of the chair. (T4) Using objects as visual references, the users added details to the back rest and seat and explored the texture of the handles.
The participants were allowed to move around in the surrounding environment, create their feature on an arbitrary object and then transfer the feature back on the design. While we guided the participants through the interactions, we encouraged them to define their own strategy for completing the design tasks. At the end of the tasks, they were asked, through answering a questionaire, about their experience in using the interface (Figure9(a, b, c) ). We also asked them to explain their reasons along with the Likert scales. Moreover, we asked three open-ended questions regarding the usability, potential use scenarios, and desirable capabilities.
Findings
Although we constrained the design tasks, we found that the resulting creations (Figure 9(d) ) had reasonable diversity across users. Most of the users were able to quickly understand the modeling mechanism and successfully perform the trial tasks within the given time. Below, we discuss the main insights we gained from our observation and the feedback from the users.
Validation of Interactions
All participants responded favorably to the ease of use offered by direct drawing and creating fine details and a majority preferred drawing more than using available curve templates (Figure 9(a) ). Interestingly, there was a distinction between the engineering and non-engineering students in terms of the curve creation. Engineering students expressed a need for interactions such as mirroring, symmetric curve creation and editing. A user suggested: "to enter some numeric values of the extrusion lengths". In contrast, one non-engineering user commented on the curve templates provided: "I did not use these features. It was intuitive to create something by myself ".
Most users found the interactions for placing (one finger tap) and manipulating (two finger rotate-scale) the curves and shapes to be intuitive. A user noted: "Very similar to existing gestures on smartphones and tablets, so very intuitive". Regarding shape inflation, while 6 out of 8 users agreed on the intuitiveness of the 3-finger gesture, 2 users expressed negative response to it. According to one user, "It was intuitive, but the direction could be inverted". This was contrary to our assumption in which pinching increased the inflation and spreading decreased the inflation magnitude similar to in the physical action of deforming clay.
Mobility & Fatigue
One of the most important aspects enjoyed by all users was the capability to move around in physical space during the design process. This mobility offered the flexibility for users to borrow geometric and visual features from various locations (user comment: "this help(s) you also to create shapes everywhere at any time"). During the trial tasks, we observed that the users walked frequently within our constrained space to look for existing objects as references, to perform spatial inspection from different angles, and to design new shapes on reference planes. Further, some of the users naturally moved the device close to the object while creating detailed features on the curves. One user said: "Bringing it [the tablet] closer did help a lot." This strongly suggests a positive outcome of our approach towards enhancing design ideation by increasing the reflection in and on the action.
While we expected this outcome, we were also interested in knowing how this mobility in our interface affected user fatigue. Six users agreed that using our system did not cause physical stress or fatigue that could adversely affect the design task itself. We believe this to be a result of the balance between the size (119.77 × 196.33 × 15.36 mm) and the weight (0.82 lbs) of the Tango tablet [9] . However, we did notice that our system caused fatigue specifically in the process of adding details to the curves for some users. A female user mentioned: "While getting precise details for a long time it may cause the arm to be a bit tired.". Last, although we offered the users two choices between using a stylus and their fingers for touch inputs, we got no particular comments on this through the survey.
Design Workflow
Users responded favorably in terms of the expressiveness, engagement, and enjoyment provided by Window-Shaping. In particular, the user feedback strongly validated our primary goal -quick design ideation through dimensionally consistent and visually coherent shape modeling. In the given design contexts, all users except one agreed that our geometric primitives were expressive and allowed for sufficient scope for creative exploration. As expected, users generally favored the fact that our system allows capturing the background textures and can be used in real time. A user reported "[without using our system] it will be difficult specially for getting textures or for placing the features on the desired position." Also, users tended to inspect the dimensionality of the creations from different perspectives. One user stated: "The scale of the object with respect to the surroundings could be easily found."
Utility & Potential
Users confirmed Window-Shaping's utility as a quick ideation tool both for individuals and design teams. As one user said: "The tool is definitely very useful for tinkering and showing new ideas to others." In particular, users with prior CAD experience appreciated the value of designing with a real scene in context. One user commented: "You can visualize the components in the real world much more clearly than any CAD Tangible Applications TEI 2017, March 20-23, 2017, Yokohama, Japan software." Another user pointed to the potential for collaborative design: "I can see this being very useful in design collaboration where several people work on it at the same time. Very useful in modifying existing products and brainstorming what features to add.". Participants also proposed some novel applications such as "It's useful for topography when we need to study the landforms of some region" and "design your garden before planting".
Discussions & Limitations
User Interaction: Drawing while holding the device resulted in a lack of precise control. The participants found the curve editing to be more challenging in comparison with tasks such as placement. This primarily affected the addition of curve details. We believe this can be addressed through filtering out hand jitters by using the device IMU data and the camera image. Long term usage of the device may cause potential fatigue. Nonetheless, depth sensing technologies are emerging with more light-weight mobiles, such as Lenovo Phab 2 Pro [20] . Further, the texture capturing could be better implemented by allowing users to control the object segmentation. While users liked the idea of using physical objects as references, they pointed out a need for a mechanism to explicitly define a reference plane. This issue can be easily addressed by introducing virtual plane and 3D widget elements into our interface. While previous work has shown better drawing accuracy for styli in comparison to fingers [2] , it will be worthwhile to conduct more controlled experiments with a mobile system such as ours in terms of accuracy, fatigue, and stimulation.
Advanced AR Environment: While the robustness of the tracking provided by the Tango was impressive, our current implementation did not allow for object awareness. This resulted in shifting of the users' creations due to the frequent device movement. Introducing object tracking will reduce the tracking artifact when dealing with featureless scenes. Even though our interface offers mobility in a large indoor environment, it is currently difficult to create or borrow geometric and textural features from smaller objects. At this stage, the point cloud quality is limited by the low accuracy of the depth camera. Another issue in our current implementation is occlusion management with real objects. To address this issue, usually a fine model of the object and a high resolution of the depth data are required. With constant hardware improvements to the depth camera and mobile computational power in the future, we believe this issue will be easier to resolve.
Modeling Scheme: We restricted our implementation to the use of planar curves for inflating shapes. Although the current modeling scheme allows for reasonable expressive capabilities, there is a need to investigate the usage of 3D curves as well as different shape representations such as swept primitives, skeleton-based models, and volumetric representations. Towards a more complete and refined application, additional standard operations such as undo and redo will certainly enhance the modeling work-flow. Further, improvements in point-cloud acquisition will also allow us to extract and use manifold constraints (e.g. corners, edges, curvature) from the environment. The assembly mating relationships and kinematic constraints could then be leveraged for designing functional objects.
CONCLUSIONS
Window-Shaping reveals an untapped design space that emerges from the combination of multi-touch interactions, sketch-based geometric design, and mixed-reality interface towards bridging the gap between physical and digital space in early phase design exploration. Given the users' positive reactions, we believe that the proposed concept has potential towards a richer space of MR-based design work-flows for advanced in-situ modeling, collaborative idea generation, and fabrication-aware design. Although through the preliminary evaluations, we obtain overall positive feedback on the interface, the limitations of the current implementation need to be addressed before Window-Shaping reaches its broader potential. Based on the findings from our preliminary evaluations, we plan to improve the interaction metaphors against the jitter, accuracy and fatigue issues, and adding advanced geometric features into the existing modeling approach. Further, we plan to study how experience, performance, and creative outcomes will change with respect to different user groups such as artists, engineering designers, and young participants. Finally, it will be worthwhile to find how the interactions behind WindowShaping could be extended to applications in domains such as architecture, education, animation, and engineering design and analysis.
